
Brush-System
or Snare Drums with a shell depth of ≥4,5"

Item-#: BrushRing Detailed information can be found at www.lefima.de

According to the prior art as required minor technical and colour changes reserved. Conditional display color deviations are unavoidable. Advertisements,
catalogs, and in particular the presentation of products on the Internet are not a binding offer for the sale of goods through the Lefima GmbH represents
the offers on this site are only for freelancers and professionals and not to private customers. The exception applies only to the 2 Choiceproducts, which
are offered in a separate area and to which access is only through a separate link to besteht.Angaben specifications, dimensions and weights are approxi-
mate values only industry also. © Copyright Lefima GmbH 2024 - www.lefima.de

"With the BRUSH-SYSTEM 20 years ago we
invented the first overtone filter - a muffler
which can more than only muffling: a wire brush
mounted underneath the batter head filters
undesired overtones without diminishing a
drum's volume or sound character. The muffling
effect is infinitely adjustable. 
- Quick throw-off 
- Fine adjustment of the brush pressure 
- Noiseless plastic guide 
- Can be attached to all Lefima drums"

Design features

Metal
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Space for your notes
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